
Dear sir; 
The Whitehorse airport would make a perfect case-study of how any 
Canadian bureaucracy can loose direction and grow in absurdity, cost, 
and irrelevance.  It is also a poster child for the demise of Canadian 
aviation.  Let me explain; 

In Yukon there is the full range of political jurisdictions involved, each with a different interest 
and each with a say in the rules of operation.  It begins with immense, but remote, senior Federal 
oversight.  Although they hold almost all the legal authority, years ago they (wisely ?) dumped it 
onto the Provincial authority, along with a big cheque (more than 7 1/2 Million $ per year).  In 
retrospect, unfortunately the Feds didn't leave.  They now sit back remotely and snipe the 
operation with absurd missives, each indexed to said big cheque. 

The province (Yukon) accepts these millions every year and deposit it in "General Revenue" 
where all government departments can "compete" for it.  In past, so long as a 737 is available to 
take the family South for their periodic holiday, there are always higher priorities. 

And, the Province in turn, dumps as much of the management as possible onto the local 
Municipal authority who find it a tax-cash cow that never flicks poo downward or kicks over the 
bucket, so long as they stay in the background and hassle only the aviators unfortunate enough to 
be interred behind the chain-link.  Building permits, development permits, business licences, 
property taxes, infrastructure development are all payable to the City whenever anybody tries to 
pass "GO". 
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Within each of these Government organisms you understand there are a number of minor 
bureaucrats, each with a small amount of responsibility (access, maintenance, commercial 
activity, fire control, parking etc). Each of who can exercises that little bit of authority at every 
opportunity.  But, when any individual clerk can say "NO" to their tiny piece of the game, you 
can be assured that one inevitably will and thereby prevent anything from happening. And, in 
this aviation environment the bureaucrats  find conventional challenges too; competitive pressure 
for the land base, litigation paranoia, and a call for revenue generation.    Faced on the other side 
with a clientele who they view as an eccentric but  wealthy nuisance, and a public who perceives 
a whole different purpose and reality, a public whose only knowledge of airport operations is 
about the killing of foxes, poor decisions are inevitable, even rewarded. 

On those occasions where the Province (Yukon) does respond to what they perceive as an issue, 
inevitably they become overly reactive.  This is partly because of their reluctance to compromise 
the transfer payment, partly  because of their poor understanding of aviation, partly due to their 
litigative paranoia, and partly due to their schizophrenic Federal boss.  Hence the new (almost 
unused) terminal, a deluxe new parking lot, and now unneeded/unwanted, and for the most part 
UNUSABLE water systems, instead of runway resurfacing, ramp pavement, or any help for the 
industry.

The bottom line is that all of the 
aviation bureaucrats efforts, all 
of 
the problems they focus on, are 
NOT problems in the industry, 
they are 
problems within their own  
bureaucracy.  And, where the 
industry has to 
adapt to their whims by cutting 
their bottom line, the 
bureaucracy is rewarded for 
finding petty issues, and is 
funded by a bottomless public 
purse. 

Does it have to be this way, that 
depends on how many people 
understand what is going on 
here.  The waste is likely to 
continue so long as we remain 
apathetic. 

George Balmer 
Attached photo of deteriorating 
facility..
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